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the next morning, george finds a note from the
family explaining stuart's adoption. at first, he's
happy because he loves stuart, but then, he's
torn by his love of his parents and george. the
littles insist on a lot of introductions to stuart's

old friends and neighbors and the fact that
stuart is staying with them right now comes as a

bit of a shock. as the day goes on, snowbell
wakes up to find a new mouse in his territory,

which he attempts to attack. george helps
stuart out by yelling to lure snowbell away so he
can steal him. stuart then uses the opportunity

to make nice to snowbell. george eventually
finds out that his parents made up the story of
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stuart's adoption to protect him from children
his own age and to make sure he didn't make

new friends until he was older. stuart learns that
the lake where he lives is impounded. they're

going to build a dam. they try to get rid of
stuart, but he uses his knowledge of the other

mice to escape and warns other mice about the
plans. stuart goes home, and everyone there

welcomes him with open arms. he calls george
and tells him everything that has happened.
george arrives home and sees his room and
learns that the three other boys in his class
have already been adopted. he thinks that

stuart's adoption makes him a 4th boy, but he
knows they are wrong. they then go to see the
real estate agent who is selling the house. on

their way home, george thinks about his
situation and realizes that he can't do both. if he
wanted to, he would have to give up his father.

he then gets an idea and goes over to the house
where stuart lives and plays with stuart, and
seems to be making friends. george is happy

when his parents find out that george has
adopted stuart. as he goes to bed, he tells his
father that he has a friend. he also asks what
that means. his father explains that it means
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that his father was a friend once.
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